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Managing your wealth well is like tending a beautiful
formal garden – you need to start with good soil
and a good set of tools. Just as good soil has the
proper fertility to nourish a plant, having the right
foundation in financial literacy should empower
you to potentially cultivate a successful investment
portfolio. Cultivate an Understanding of Bonds
is part of our financial education series to help
educate you on the fundamentals of investing as
you tend your very own financial garden.
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What is a
Bond?
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If you are looking to build up a well-diversified portfolio, you will
usually be advised to include both stocks and bonds among
your investments. While stocks may offer you the potential for
capital appreciation, bonds may provide a steady stream of
investment income, and play an important role of potentially
lowering your overall portfolio risks.
A bond is a debt security where the bond issuer (the borrower)
issues the bond for purchase by the bondholder (the lender).
It is also known as a fixed income security, as a bond usually
gives the investor a regular or fixed return.
When you invest in a bond, you are essentially lending
a sum of money to the bond issuer. In return, you are
usually entitled to receive
interest payments (coupon) at scheduled intervals;
and
capital repayment of your initial principal amount at
an agreed date in the future (maturity date).
Typical bond issuers include:
Sovereign entities
Governments/Government agencies
Banks
Non-bank financial institutions
Corporations
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What is a Bond?

How do Bonds Work?

Individual
Investor
Issues bonds
Lends money
to organisations
by purchasing
their bonds

Pays periodic
interest
to
investors
Repayment
of principal

Bond
Issuer

Example of bond issuers and their funding needs
Corporations

Cash for operating expenses
Capital for growth and expansion
Funds for corporate acquisitions

Government Treasury

Cash for budgeted national expenditure
Funds for repayment of national debt

States, Cities, Townships

Cash for operating expenses
Funds to build public infrastructure
(for example, roads, housing, parks)
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What is
Bond Quality?
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What is Bond Quality?

Before you make an investment decision to invest in a bond,
it is important to consider the quality of the bond (or the
creditworthiness of the issuer). You can do that by looking
at its assigned bond rating. This is a credit rating given
to the bond by specialized rating agencies, after they
have reviewed the issuer’s financial condition and debt
repayment ability.
Bonds assigned ratings above a certain threshold are
considered investment grade, while bonds rated below
the threshold are known as sub-investment grade or
high-yield bonds.
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Credit Rating Agencies

Grade/
Quality of Bond

Investment Grade

Below
Investment Grade
(sub-investment grade
or high-yield bonds)

Which Bond
is Suitable
for You?
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Which Bond is Suitable for You?

Depending on your risk appetite, when making
your investment decision you may choose to
invest in either an investment grade bond, or a
high-yield bond.
An investment grade bond is a more secure
investment, and should give you a stable source of
investment income.
A high-yield bond pays a relatively higher return, but
carries with it a higher risk of default – and will therefore
require closer monitoring.
However, in all cases, the repayment of bonds is always
subject to the creditworthiness of the particular issuer.
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What Types
of Bonds are
there?
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What Types of Bonds are there?

Bonds are
differentiated
by their varying
payment
features

Fixed-rate bond
The interest or coupon rate of the bond is fixed for the entire
term (tenor) of the bond. If the bond comes with an embedded
issuer call option, the bond issuer may prepay the bond at
certain pre-determined dates.

Floating-rate bond
Unlike Fixed-rate bonds, the coupon or interest rate of
a Floating-rate bond is variable. The interest rate is reset
at each coupon payment date, in accordance with a predetermined interest rate index. As in the case for Fixed-rate
bonds, issuer call options may also be embedded.

Subordinated bond
This type of bond has a lower repayment priority than
other bonds issued by the same issuer in the event of the
liquidation or bankruptcy of the issuer. A subordinated bond
has a lower credit rating because it carries higher risks, but
pays higher returns than other non-subordinated bonds of
the same issuer. These bonds are usually issued by banks.

Convertible bond
These bonds allow the bondholder and/or issuer to convert
them into shares of common stocks/shares in the issuing
corporation at a pre-determined price in the future when
certain conversion criteria are fulfilled. Such bonds are usually
issued by companies, and tend to pay lower coupon rates
than ordinary bonds of the issuer due to the attractiveness of
the conversion feature.

TIPS (Treasury Inflation Protected Securities)
These bonds peg their principal amount to the inflationindex, therefore protecting the bondholder against inflation.
Such bonds are issued by governments.

Zero-coupon bond
Also known as a discount or deep discount bond, this
bond is bought at a price lower than its face value, with the
face value repaid at the time of maturity. It does not make
periodic interest or coupon payments, hence the term zerocoupon bond.
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Buy, Hold or
Sell?
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Buy, Hold or Sell?

After you invest in a bond, you can choose to hold on to the
bond until maturity. You will receive all the scheduled coupon
payments in the intervening period, and recover the principal
repayment at the end of the term. The rate of return which
you will earn from buying and holding the bond to maturity
(expressed as a percentage) is referred to as the bond yield.

Historical Bond Yields
US Treasuries
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Please note that historical returns are not an indication or guarantee of actual
returns that may be achieved in any future investments.

Alternatively, as bondholder you may choose to sell the
bond in the open market prior to its maturity date. There
are secondary bond markets, where - just as in the stock
markets - you can monitor bond prices and trade them to
try and realise capital gains. In order to do so, you will need
to understand a key determinant of price movements in the
bond market – interest rates.
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What is
the Inverse
Relationship?
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What is the Inverse Relationship?

There is typically an inverse relationship between bond prices
and interest rates. That is, when interest rates rise, bond
prices will tend to fall, and vice versa.

Price

Yield

A simple way to understand this relationship is for you to look
at various bonds (and their issuers) as competing recipients
for your investment funds. When making your investment
decision you will tend to invest in the option which earns you
a higher return.
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What is the Inverse Relationship?

Consider a
bond (Bond A)
which is
currently giving
you a 5% rate
of return

When the interest rate goes up, a newly issued
bond (Bond B) will yield more than 5% in order to
keep up with the market. The logical thing in this
situation would be to sell the original Bond A, and
buy the new Bond B to earn a higher return. Such
selling pressure on Bond A will depress the price of
the bond, causing it to trend downwards – in the
opposite direction of interest rates. Alternatively,
you could also view it as Bond A having to lower
its price to make itself a sufficiently attractive
investment for investors to own it.
Conversely, when the interest rate goes down,
Bond A will seem a more attractive investment
when compared to the newer Bond B which is
being issued at a lower yield. The buying interest
for Bond A will start to push up the price of the
bond – causing it again to move in the opposing
direction from the interest rates.
As illustrated in the above example, bondholders may
potentially benefit in an environment of falling interest rates
as the price of their bond holdings will tend to rise.

Please note that this is an example only and any potential returns set out herein are not indicative of actual returns that
may be achieved in any investments that you may decide to make.
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What is the Inverse Relationship?

Example
On August 18, 2010, you buy a Company ABC bond for a nominal amount of US$100,000.
It has a fixed coupon of 4.50% p.a. twice a year and matures on September 21, 2015.
This means every March 21 and September 21, a fixed coupon payment of US$2,250
[(4.5%x $100,000)/2] will be paid out.
The bond purchase settles 3 business days later on August 23, 2010. The current offer
of the bond is at a price of US$106.80 or 3.044% yield to maturity.
You have to pay:
Principal payable (US$100,000 X US$106.80/Par Value of US$100)

= US$ 106,800

Accrued Interest^ for 152 days (4.5% X US$100,000 X 152/360days)

= US$

Total

= US$108,700

1,900

^

Seller has the right to collect interest accrued since the last coupon was paid. ie. interest accumulated for 152
days between the last coupon date (March 21, 2010) and settlement date (August 23, 2010).

If you decide to hold the bond to maturity, ie. September 21, 2015, you will not be
subject to the price fluctuations of the bond. If the issuer does not default, you will
receive the full nominal amount of the bond, that is, US$100,000 plus the fixed coupon
paid twice a year.
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What is the Inverse Relationship?

However, you may decide to sell the bond before maturity.

Scenario

1

Interest Rate Falls = Bond Price Rises
One year later, interest rates fall, and you decide to sell the bonds
on September 12, 2011 at a yield of 2.83% or a price of US$107.61.
Settlement takes place 3 business days later on September 15, 2011.
You will receive:
Principal due
(US$100,000 X US$107.61)/ Par Value of US$100

= US$ 107,610

Accrued Interest# for 174 days
(4.5% X US$100,000 X 174/360days)

= US$

Total

= US$109,785

Gain from Principal (US$107,610 – US$106,800)

= US$

810

Coupon paid on September 21, 2010 and
March 21, 2011 (US$100,000 x 4.5%)

= US$

4,500

Accrued Interest earned from last coupon
payment date#

= US$

2,175

Total Returns

= US$

7,485

#

2,175

Seller has the right to collect interest accrued since the last coupon was paid. ie. interest
accumulated for 174 days between the last coupon date (March 21, 2011) and settlement
date (September 15, 2011).
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What is the Inverse Relationship?

Scenario

2

Interest Rate Rises = Bond Price Falls
One year later, interest rates rise, and you decide to sell the bonds at
a yield of 3.20%p.a. or a price of US$105.98. Settlement takes place
3 business days later on September 15, 2011.
You will receive:
Principal due
(US$100,000 X US$105.98)/Par value of US$100

= US$ 105,980

Accrued Interest for 174# days
(4.5% X US$100,000 X 174/360)

= US$

Total

= US$108,155

Loss of Principal

= US$

(820)

Coupon paid on September 30, 2010
and March 21, 2011

= US$

4,500

Accrued interest earned from last coupon date#

= US$

2,175

Net Returns

= US$

5,855

#

2,175

Seller has the right to collect interest accrued since the last coupon was paid. ie. interest
accumulated for 174 days between the last coupon date (March 21, 2011) and settlement
date (September 15, 2011).

Please note that these are examples only and any potential returns set out herein are not indicative of actual returns that
may be achieved in any investments that you may decide to make.
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Why Invest
in Bonds?
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Why Invest in Bonds?

1. Higher returns than bank deposits
Bonds typically pay a higher yield (return) than bank
deposits of a similar term (tenor).

2. Regular income
Bond issuers are bound by the terms of the bond to pay
out regular coupon income to bondholders (subject to
credit risk of the issuer).

3. Hedge against inflation
With proper bond selection, you may potentially earn an
investment return which keeps pace with or even exceed
the inflation rate.

4. Capital appreciation
Like all instruments traded in the secondary market, the
price of bonds can appreciate (or depreciate) over and
above (or below) the initial purchase price, and allow you
to realise capital gains (or capital losses).

Did you know?
If you hold a bond to maturity, your payout
will not be affected by the interest rate
fluctuations during the holding period. So,
in this case, as long as the bond’s credit
quality does not change, fluctuations in
interest rates are unimportant.
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What are the
Risks?
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What are the Risks?

Credit or
Default risk

This is the risk that the bond issuer or borrower is unable to
meet the coupon or principal payments on any outstanding
bonds or debt (not just the bonds you may be holding) when
they fall due (for example, due to bankruptcy or insolvency),
and go into default.

Interest rate
risk

Interest rates and bond prices are inversely related. Should
interest rates rise, the price of your bond will tend to fall (and
vice versa). The longer the time to maturity of a bond, the
greater the interest rate risk.

Foreign
Exchange risk

Some bonds are denominated (and the issuer’s payments
made) in a foreign currency, which may fluctuate against
your home currency. The impact of such foreign exchange
movements may offset any interest or capital returns you
may receive from the bond investment.

Liquidity risk

This is the risk of having to sell a bond at discounted prices
due to the lack of a ready market or buyer. When a bond
has a low credit rating (for example, due to the fact that it is
part of a small issue or that the issuer’s financial situation is
questionable), the liquidity risk will tend to be higher.

Event risk

Events such as leveraged buyouts, mergers, or regulatory
changes may adversely affect both (i) the bond issuer’s ability
to make payments on the bond, and (ii) the price of the bond.

Sovereign risk

Payment of the bond may be affected by the political and
economic events in the country of the issuer of the bond. For
example, the issuer may be forced to make payments in the
local currency of the issuer’s country instead of the original
currency of the bond.

The professional services of a financial advisor
can be most valuable in determining your
individual risk profile and inclinations before
you make an investment in a bond or any other
investment product. He or she will be able to
monitor your investments, help you understand
if they are performing to expectations, identify
new investment opportunities and make
recommendations where relevant.
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Important Information
Standard Chartered Bank (SCB) is incorporated in England with limited liability by Royal
Charter in 1853 Reference Number ZC 18 and its principal office is situated in England at
1 Aldermanbury Square, London EC2V 7SB. In the United Kingdom, SCB is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Services Authority (‘FSA’) and is entered into the FSA register
under number 114276. Banking services may be carried out internationally by different SCB
legal entities according to local regulatory requirements. Not all products and services are
provided by all SCB branches, subsidiaries and affiliates.
The material and information contained in this document is provided from sources believed to
be reliable and is for general information only. The products and strategies conveyed may not
be suitable for everyone and should not be used as a basis for making business decisions.
Opinions expressed in this document are subject to change without notice. This document
does not constitute an offer, solicitation or invitation to transact business in any country where
the marketing or sale of these products and services would not be permitted under local laws.
The contents of this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority. If you are
in doubt about any of the contents, you should seek independent professional advice. No
part of this document may be reproduced in any manner without the written permission of
SCB.
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Notes
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How can we help you further?
Do you have a question on what you have just read?
Would you like to have a further discussion on this subject?
Contact your Relationship Manager, or any of our Standard Chartered Bank locations closest to you for
more information.
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Brunei
standardchartered.com/bn
+673 265 8000
China
standardchartered.com.cn
800 820 8088
Hong Kong
standardchartered.com.hk
+852 2886 8868 or
+852 2886 8888
India
standardchartered.co.in
3940 4444 or 6601 4444
Indonesia
standardchartered.com/id
+62 21 57 9999 88 or 68000
Japan
standardchartered.co.jp
0120 989 802 or
+81 3 4360 8888
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Korea
scfirstbank.com
1577 7744
Malaysia
standardchartered.com.my
1300 888 888
Pakistan
standardchartered.com/pk
111 002 002 or 0800 44 444
Philippines
standardchartered.com/ph
830 1111
Singapore
standardchartered.com.sg
1800 747 7000
Sri Lanka
standardchartered.com/lk
+94 11 2480 480
Taiwan
standardchartered.com.tw
02 40580088
Thailand
standardchartered.co.th
1595
Vietnam
standardchartered.com/vn
+84 8 3 911 0000

Middle East
Bahrain
standardchartered.com/bh
+973 17 531 532 or 80001 802
Jordan
standardchartered.com/jo
+ 962 6565 8011
Oman
standardchartered.com/om
+968 2477 3535
Qatar
standardchartered.com/qa
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UAE
standardchartered.ae
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standardchartered.com/bw
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standardchartered.com/ke
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733 335511

Gambia
standardchartered.com/gm
220 4225180
Ghana
standardchartered.com/gh
0302 740100
Nigeria
standardchartered.com/ng
+234 1 270 4611-4
Tanzania
standardchartered.com/tz
022 2164 999
Uganda
standardchartered.com/ug
041 4340077
Zambia
standardchartered.com/zm
998 or 0977 999 990
Europe
Jersey
standardchartered.com/je
+44 1534 704 000
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Bangladesh
standardchartered.com/bd
+880 2 8957272 or
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